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CAMPUS NEWS
Professors Kate Shaw and Deborah Pearlstein Reflect on Experiences as Justice
Stevens' Clerks on law.com; Professor Pearlstein Writes Op-ed in Talking Points
Memo; Professor Shaw Remembers Stevens on We the People Podcast
Professors Deborah Pearlstein and Kate Shaw reflect on their clerkships with the late Justice
John Paul Stevens.

Professor Kate Shaw Analyzes Mueller's Testimony on ABC News
Professor Kate Shaw told ABC News, "the same indirection that you see in the report-it's not
so clear-you saw kind of reflected back in the testimony."

Professor Michelle Adams Discusses Milliken vs. Bradley on NPR and Integrated
Schools
On the 45th anniversary of Millken vs. Bradley, Professor Michelle Adams spoke to NPR and
was a guest on The Integrated Schools podcast. She told NPR, "The story was the story of
American apartheid."
"What was interesting about what they did in Detroit," she said on The Integrated Schools
podcast, "was that they had two pieces of litigation: the classic school case and they also had
a housing case. They tried to show that it wasn’t just that the Detroit public school officials
took actions intentionally to segregate the schools, but they incorporated the background
residential segregation into their actions. They put on a case going back to almost the turn of
the century, that laid out how did Detroit come to look the way it did.”

Professor Lindsay Nash Authors Op-ed in Daily News
Professor and Immigration Justice Clinic Co-Director Lindsay Nash's article
titled "ICE's Cruelty, Explained: What's wrong with the Raids" was published in the New
York Daily News. "...despite laws enacted by Congress granting them the right to make out
their case before a judge, they face swift deportation to the very persecution from which they
fled," Nash writes.

Professor Michael Herz Comments on Census Question in The Hill
Professor Michael Herz told The Hill regarding the census debate, "They need meaningful
reassurances from the government that, in fact, the information won't be used for
enforcement, deportation, other sorts of purposes."

Professor Kyron Huigens Appears on Al Jazeera
Professor Kyron Huigens told Al Jazeera that President Trump "should be concerned" now
that Congress is issuing subpoenas for information about the administration's conduct.
"They've engaged in many issues in a pattern of non-compliance with subpoenas and
Congressional requests," he said.

Professor Alex Reinert Named the Max Freund Professor of Litigation &
Advocacy
Professor Alexander Reinert has been named the Max Freund Professor of Litigation &
Advocacy; the chair formerly held by founding faculty member Arthur Jacobson. Dean
Melanie Leslie said, "A member of our faculty since 2007, Alex is an important scholar, a
passionate, dedicated and extraordinarily effective teacher and a great institutional citizen.
His advocacy work includes major litigation in the area of prisoners' rights, and he has had a
significant impact on solitary confinement policy."

Professor Jessica Roth Talks about Epstein Case on CNN and PBS
Professor Jessica Roth appeared as a guest on PBS NewsHour and CNN to discuss the Jeffrey
Epstein case. "So, in a sense, he was shifting blame to the state prosecutors who initiated the
case, saying they weren't tough enough in the first instance," she said on PBS.
"There are still things that are unexplained, including for example why unindicted coconspirators were immunized..." she said on CNN.

Professor Sam Weinstein Analyzes DOJ Review of Big Tech in The New York
Times
The DOJ opened an antitrust review of big tech companies, to investigate concerns over
market power and possible harm to consumers. Professor Sam Weinstein, a former antitrust
lawyer at the DOJ told The New York Times, “There is a lot of criticism of the agencies that
they are not doing enough about big tech, and this is a way to respond to that criticism.”

